RED L.E.D. Instructions

All AC Remote and AC Manual systems will have a red L.E.D. light located next to the key switch.

1. The RED L.E.D. will continue to flash on and off while hooked up to AC power. This is normal.

2. When you first start to operate the system, the RED L.E.D. will stay on for about 2 seconds then go off. This is normal.

3. When operating the system in the up mode and the RED L.E.D. stays on, this means that the current limit has been reached and this will shorten the life of your system.

4. Call Lift Tech Marine for customer service to diagnose. 1-866-319-8877

*DANGER—CAUTION*
All power used on your dock or lift needs to be GFI protected at the shore line.

www.lifttechmarine.com